DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Manufacturer: enviolo
Vijzelstraat 68-72
1017 HL Amsterdam

Authorized representative: Peter Kreuder
enviolo
Director of Product Management
Vijzelstraat 68-72
1017 HL Amsterdam

Product name:
enviolo AUTOMATiQ shifting system with belt drive compatibility. The enviolo AUTOMATiQ shifting system with belt drive compatibility consists of the following components:

(1) enviolo AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface ("AHI-CT/AHI-CO/AHI-TR/AHI-CA/AHI/SP"), (2) enviolo AUTOMATiQ “i” Harness, and (3) may include 3-button controller ("ARC"). A picture of the enviolo AUTOMATiQ Shifting System is attached as Exhibit A.


Testing Body:
DEKRA Certification B.V.
Meander 1051
6825 MJ Arnhem
Company registration: 09085396
Date of Conformity: 1 September 2019

This declaration is issued under the sole responsibility of the Manufacturer and is signed by its Authorized Representative described above.

Signed for on behalf of enviolo: 
Exhibit A

P. Kreuder
Director of Product Management
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